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Abstract. This paper evaluates the tardiness performance of a
sampling-based adaptive heuristic in a dynamic manufacturing
environment. A test bed, following a real world manufacturing
system, has been developed. The proposed algorithm has been
implemented in this simulated cnvironmenL After fme tuning
the algorithm, it has been tested in various shop conditions.
The results of these simulation studies arc summarized.

1. Introduction
The effective utilization of manufacturing systems
requires efflcient scheduling and control systems. Such
systems must be capable of responding to changes in a
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complex dynamic manufacturing environment. These
'changes' include machine breakdowns, unavailability of
material and other resources to perform manufacturing
operations, changes in demand, customer priorities and
required delivery dates. To be able to respond to these
changes effectively, a scheduling system must be able to
develop new feasible schedules in a short time. Further
more, the proposed schedule should provide a reasonably
good performance of the system for the selected criteria.
Our experience with the feedback heuristic (Kiran and
Alptekin, 1989) indicates that the feedback heuristic
is a viable alternative for the scheduling of flexible
manufacturing systems.
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2. Background
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) are developed
to take advantage of flexible automation. In contrast to
flxcd automation, FMSs are characterized by almost
flon-existent changeover times from one part type to
another. Hence, batch sizes can be reduced without
losing the economical advantages of fixed automation.
Smaller batch sizes and the simultaneous production of
different part types will in turn result in shorter produc
tion lead times, ilnproveIlW-nl of due date performance
and increased customer/user satisfaction. In addition,
other benefits of fixed automation such as part inter
changeability and quality are still valid in flexible
automation.
The issues that must be addressed during the phase of
an FMS life cycle arc given in Tahle 1 as a hierarchical
decision structure (Kiran et af., 1988). Assuming that
design and aggregate planning decisions have already
been made, the next task is to solve setup and scheduling
problems sequentially with proper coordination main
tained between them. The sequential treatment of setup
and scheduling- problems is necessitated by the compu
tational properties of these problems. Our approach is
based on the above mentioned hierarchical structure, and
is intended to solveFMS scheduling problems and to
integrate the resulting- scheduling decisions with the
system setup decisions.
Systelll setup refers to a segment or the master
schedule for which certain resource allocation decisions
have to be made (Kiran and Tansel, 1986). The:,e
decisions arc
1. Part type selection: determining a set of parts to

produce in the system setup period.

2. Tooling: assignment required tools to machines.
3. Fixture allocation: allocation of the limited number
of flxtures to part types.

Tahle 1. Hierarchical decision structure.
Hierarchical level

Decislons
---------~---------------

Design

Aggregatt' planning
Shan-term planning

Scheduling
Control

System configuration: m<Jchine types,
layout, MHS and storage :,ystem
design
Factory-wide production plans, batch
sizes, due dates, capacities
Parts to be produced during short
term planning horizon, operation tool
assignment
Job !)J'ioritics, start and completion
times of operations
Real-time control of activities in the
system

----

----------------------~----~-

4. Operations assignment: assIgning operations to
machines which have been equipped with the
proper tools.
5. IZouting: determining part routings in the system.
'1'h(' solution of the system setup problems will yield
• the set of parts which will be produced during the
setup period;
• a machine routing for each part;
• an allocation of tools to machines which will achieve
the production goals set by the master schedule;
• an allocation of fIxtures to parts;
• an assignment of operations to machines.
After solving the setup problems, the next task is to
determine start and completion times for each activity.
We refer to this stage as the 'scheduling stage.' The
solution of the scheduling problem is input to the FMS
controller, which controls the real time operations of the
system.
In the scheduling context, manufacturing systems can
be modelled as generalized job shops. In a job shop, a
set of jobs (parts, products, etc.) may require several
different operations which are performed by a set of
machines (processors, workstations, etc.). Numerous
studies on the scheduling of job shops arc reported. We
refer to Lawler et al. (1982), Graves (1981), Kiran and
Smith (1984) and Blazewicz et al., (1988) for surveys of
scheduling problems.
A scheduIc determines the start/ completion times for
each operation of each job waiting to be processed in the
shop. An optimal schedule minimizes (maximizes) a
function of job completion times. A classiflcation of cri
teria commonly used in job shop scheduling is given in
Table 2- Pamvalkar et af. (1973) reported that the due
date based criteria is considered th,~~ most important by
the practitioners, followed by the minimization of setup
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shop scheduling criteria.

L Criteria based on job performance
-----------------------LA. Criteria based on jon completion times
e.g. average waiting-time
LB. Criteria based on Work-In-Progress
e.g. average number of jobs in the shop
I.e. Criteria based on shop-performance
e.g. machine utilization
J I. Criteria based on due dates
e.g. mean tardiness

III. Cost based criteria
e.g. total setup cost

times and the minimization of in-process inventories, in
that order. Similar fmdings have more recently been
reported by Smith et al. (1983).
Table 3 provides the notation and basic definitions
which will be used throughout this paper. We consider
job tardiness-based criteria in this paper. This is due to
the practical importance of tardiness related performance
measures in real world manufacturing settings. A set of
the most commonly used tardiness based criteria is given
in Table 4. As can be seen, the mean tardiness per tardy
job and root mean square of tardiness penalizes schedules
with a few jobs that are very late. Maximum tardiness,
although simplistic, has been llsed cxtensi...-ely in
assembly driven shops. Average normalized tardiness
allows for the comparison of different shops with different
job processing times.
The shop scheduling problem is notorious for it.s
complexity; i.e. time complexity of an exact solution
algorithm is bounded by O( n ~ M). This led to the develop
ment of heuristic job shop dispatching rules which could
not guarantee an optimal schedule. To determine a
schedule, a dispatching rule assigns a priority value to
each waiting job in each machine queue. When a
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Table 4. Most commonly used tardiness-based criteria.
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machine becomes available. the job with the highest
priority is scheduled. Dispatching rules can be easily
applied in real-time environments, hence they arc widely
used III practice. Panwalkar and Iskander (1977)
classified and summarized 113 dispatching rules, most of
which were developed and tested on simulated job shops.
Some of the most widely referred to dispatching rules are
summarized in Table 5. FCFS is a benchmark rule with
a performance no different than a randomly generated
feasible schedule. The SPT rule is known to be effIcient
with \'cspect to tardiness related criteria in highly con
gested shops (Kiran and Smith 1984). SPT-T has been
designed to avoid long waiting times for a few very long
jobs (Oral and Malouin, 1973). EDD and SLACK are
commonly used in practice. Baker (1984) and Baker and
Bertrand (1982) reported success with the MODD and
an extended version of the MODD. The estimated tardi
ness cost in COVERT (Carroll, 1965) is a measure of the
estimated job tardiness rather than an actual cost.
Estimated job waiting times are also utilized in ATC
(Vepsalainen and Morton, 1988).
The FMS scheduling problem differs from conven
tional problems in that there arc additional resources and
marc complicated task processing in FMSs (Blazewicz et
al., 1988). The FMS scheduling problem may be
approached from two different views

1. The scheduling of all operations of available jobs at
the heginning of a predetermined scheduling
period, i.e. a priori scheduling.
2. To schedule operations, one at a time, when they
become available, i.e. on-line dispatching.
Mirchandani (1989) classifJCd the scheduling issues of
FMSs, and Morton and Smunt (1986) described a four
level hierarchical decision structure in which both a priori
and on-line scheduling have been recognized.
The first approach, a priori srheduling, requires perfect
information on all available parts, machine tools, fix
tures, pallets and the material handling system's status.
A priori schedule is vulnerable to system disturbances
rcsulting from breakdowns or unpredicted demand
changes, and has to be adjusted. But there is no
guarantee that the adjusted schedule will be optimal.
Furthermore, finding the optimal schedule is not easy; it
has been shown that FMS scheduling problems arc at
least as hard as job shop scheduling problems. This is
because of the additional resource constraints in the FMS
scheduling problem, such as fIxture and pallet availabil
ity; limits on the automated material handling system
and in-process storage space availabilities. In addition,
flexible pan routings and alternative machines further
increase the numher of alternative feasible schedules and
computational requirements of the solution algorithms.

Table 5. Priority dispatching rules used in this study.
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The mixed integer program developed by Chang ei at.
(1984) is a good example of the complexity of the
prohlem. For a five workstation~lO part type FMS
scheduling problem, the model has :~O 000 binary
decision variables, 500 continuous decision variable;~,
and 25 000 constraints.
Mathematical programming and analytical models
have been employed to study a priori scheduling prob
lems. Afentakis (1986), Chang et nl. (1984) and Raman
et at (1986) considered the relations between the system
setup phase and the scheduling phase in their integer
programming formulations. Erschkr et al. (1984) ana
lysed the periodic release of parts into the system. Tang
and Denardo (1988a, h) developed job scheduling models
for a single machine FMS problem to minimize the
number of tool switches and the number of switching
instants. Kusiak (1986, 1989) dcfmed a combined
scheduling problem in a flexible machining/assemhly
system.
The <:tetual state of the system can casily he taken into
consideration using the on-line approach. But the draw
back hue is the myopic nature of the decision making:
process. The schedule resulting- from the on-line

dispatching of operations may not be efficient. Even
Inore seriously, on-line dispatching may cause system
deadlocks or the 'starvation' of the system (if additional
necessary precautionary measures have not heen taken).
On-line dispatching rules have received somewhat more
attention than ,[ priori scheduling in Fl\1S research. This
is partly because of the availability of simulation tech
niques (Grant 1988), the body of knowledge on dis
patching rules in job shops, and the applicahility of
dispatching rules in AI-Lased approaches. AI-based
approaches have heen proposed by Kusiak and Chen
(1988), Shaw (1986), Shaw and Whinston (1986), Shen
and Chang (1986) and Suhramanyam and Askin (1986).
Merahet (1986) proposed ch;lnging dispatching rules
depending on the shop status. Shaw (1988) developed a
search algorithm for static problems. A distributed
approach for FMS scheduling is proposed by Shaw
(1987). Simple dispatching rules have been developed
and tested by Dcn:zler et al. (1987), Hutchinson and
Wyne (1973), Lin and Lu (1984), Raman et nl. (1986),
Stecke (1981) and Wang (1986).
The problem with the dispatching rules is that none of
them are superior to others for all scheduling criteria.

Even felT a single criterion, it is not uncommon to find
conflicting results in the literature. The relative perform
ance of a heuristic also depends on experimental condi
tions. Each of the dispatching rules of Table 5 has a
strong bias to generate the same kind of schedules which
may not be successful under different shop conditions.
Kiran and Alptekin (1986) proposed a sampling-based
heuristic to overcome this problem. Their Feedback
Heuristic (FH) is different in that a small subset of feas
ible schedules is generated using an adaptive priority
function.

STEP 2 (scheduling): List the available jobs in a non
increasing order of job priority values. Schedule the jobs
in this list.
STEP 3: Calculate the tardiness for each job and the
average tardiness for the new schedule. Compare the
average tardiness for the new and the previous schedules.
Record the new schedule if its average tardiness IS
smaller than the previous one, then go to Step 1.

STEP 4: If k < r, k ~ k + 1, go to STEP 1. Olherwise,
STOP and display the last recorded schedule.
The implementation of this algorithm in a dynamic
manufacturing environment is not straightforward and
requires the simultaneous scheduling of all required
resources. These resources are

3. The feedback heuristic

The objectivt: of this paper is to develop a scheduling
technique that is

1.

1. easy to understand and apply;
2. adaptable to changing problem parameters;
3. performs well under different shop conditions.
We propose a sampling-based heuristic as a viable
alternative for such a scheduling technique; the Feedback
Heuristic is based on generating a subset of schedules
and selecting the best among them. We choose to
generate non-delay schedules, i.e. schedules in which no
machine is kept idle if there is an available job. By sam
pling through the non-delay schedules we hope to reach
a schedule with an acceptable performance.
In a sense, the FH is similar to other sampling-based
techniques. It differs from the others in that the gener
ation of a new schedule in the FH is based on a cumu
lative evaluation of earlier schedules. This feedback
mechanism is the most likely cause of the supenor
performance of this feedback heuristic. The feedback
heuristic is summarized below

2.

3.

4.

FEEDBACK HEURISTIC FOR TARDINESS
CRITERION:
Let It be the set of parts Uobs) which are to be sched
uled at time t.
STEP 0 (initialization): find an active schedule for the
available jobs. Set Pi iteration index, k = 1. Calculate
Ti, k and Pi, k for each job and average tardiness.
STEP 1: Calculate job priority for each job using (1)
Pik

~ (1 -

OI)Pi,k-l

+ 0I(7;,k-1

t

where

PiO = 0 for all

l

5.

Tools~

in our hierarchical structure, tools are
assigned to machines during the system setup phase
simultaneously with the operations: if a machine is
assigned to an operation, the required tools must be
available to that machine during the scheduling
horizon. Hence, there is no need to consider tools
explicitly during the scheduling phase.
Fixture-pallets: the system setup model assigns
parts to fixture types. Time allocation decisions for
fIxtures must be considered during the scheduling
phase since each pallet-fixture may serve more than
one part during the scheduling horizon.
Material handling vehicles: these need to be sched
uled because each job requires at least two trans
ports between the load/ unload stations and
machining centres. The difficulty in scheduling
material handling vehicles is that the transport time
is a function of the operation start and completion
times on machining centres, which in turn are
dependent on the availability of the material
handling vehicles.
Storage (input-output buffer) spaces: in a FMS,
each station has at least one, mostly two buffer
spaces. The scheduling of the buffer spaces is
required to avoid system deadlocks. Buffer spaces
cannot be considered as a machine in a classical
scheduling problem due to the fact that there is no
operation that is required on them. In other words,
the buffer spaces can be considered as machines
with variable processing times between 0 and 00.
Stations: these are the elements with assigned
machining, load/unload, inspection, etc. oper
ations. For each part, a flxed operation time can be
determined on the stations. They arc considered as
'machines' in a classical scheduling problem.

Pik: is the priority for iteration k

Ti,k -1: the tardiness of job i at iteration k .
and 13 are two non-negative coeffIcients.

0:'

In this study, the FH has been implemented as follows:
develop schedules for machines then modify them for

feasibility with respect to tools, fixture-pallets, material
handling vehicles, storage spaces and stations. We refer
the interested reader to Kiran and Alptekin (1986) for
a detailed discussion on the implementation of this
algorithm.

4. Computational results
We tested the FH in a multi-stage experimental
framc\vork
1. Preliminary evaluation of the FH on static prob
lems against a set of well known priority rules.
2. Pilot evaluation of the FH against a selected subset
of the priority rules in 1 and against iterative
COVERT on a simulated model of a real world

FMS.
3. Further evaluation of the FH against COVERT in
a simulated dynamic FMS environment.
Initially we compared the FH with other single-pass
priority rules in static pwblems. These tests were
conducted for two reasons
1. To verify the superior performance of the FH to
any other single pass heuristic.
2. To fine tune the FH and to test the dfect of:
a. Number of iterations
b. Starting schedule
c. different values of 0:" and {3.
More extensive tests of the FH were conducted on a
simulated model of a real world FMS. On these more
realistic tcst conditions we evaluated the performance of
the FH against a subset of the single pass heuristics, as
well as against iterative-COVERT algorithm.
We chose COVERT due to its superior performance
in the earlier studies (Carroll, 1965). The iterati'i/e
implementation here follows Morton (1988)

1. Use COVERT with a lead time estimate to develop
an initial schedule.
2. Update estimated lead times, repeat Step 1 [;Jr
equal number of steps that are used in the FH.

4.1. Preliminary evaluation and fine tuning
static problems

of the

FH on the

Static problems were genera/cd considering The typical
FMS scheduling problems (Smith d af., 1986) wLth the

number of jobs rangmg from 6 ro 10. The number of
machines were chosen bet\\'Cen three and five. Two
buffer spaces for each machine are considered. The
material handling system has t11\'0 automated guided
vehicles.
6, 8 and 10-job and 3, 4 and 5-machine problems with
simultaneous arrivals have been considered. A total of
1089 problems, 121 problems in each subclass, have been
tested. We have generated 10 job types with a random
number of operations, job routings, processing times and
due dates for 3, 4 and 5-machine problems. The job type
set held constant for a given number of machines through
this set of experiments. Processing times and due dates
were generated using uniform distributions (in the
dynamic experiments, exponentially distributed pro
cessing times and difkrent due date determination rules
have also been tested). The feedback heuristic was com
pared with five other simple dispatching rules given in
Table 5. The EDD rule was used in the initialization step
of the feedback heuristic and the number of iterations
were set to 30 for this set of problems.
To make a fair evaluation of the FH we also generated
30 random schedules. The best of these schedules was
chosen and compared to the schedule given by the FH.
We used the paired-t test for this comparison. The
paired-t test has also been applied to the difIerence
between the tardiness value of the FH and the tardiness
of the best schedule that was found by all of the dis
patching rules.
The average total tardiness values for each problem
size are shown in Table 6, where the average total tardi
ness of the feedback heuristic is consistently better than
the best of the other heuristics and random schedules.
Table 7 shows the number of problems for which the best
solution has been found by each heuristic. As can be seen
from Tablc:~ 6 and 7, the feedback heuristic performed
increasingly better with the increasing number of jobs
and machines.
As stated earlier, we also considered the following fine
tuning aspects of the algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.

the
the
the
the

number of iterations, r
feedback coefficient, 0:'
tardiness coeffleient, {3
initial schedule.

It was expected that the performance of the algorithm
would improve by increasing the number of iterations.
However, we fenmd that r "" :-W provides a reasonably
good schedule and increasing rover 150 does not change
the performance of the algorithm significantly
(confldence level = 0.95). We concluded that the number
of iterations can be chosen between 30 and 150 depend
ing on the accuracy requirements and the problem size.

Table 6. Average total tardiness performance of the heuristics on static problems.
# of
machines

3

1

5

of

#

jobs

SPT

LWR

SLACK

S!OPN

CR

RND

FH

5
8
10
5
8
10
5
8
10

9.31
38.15
74.93
5.99
27.72
59.45
10.88
50.10
91.93

11.49
44.19
83.33
6.46
32.07
65.18
12.94

53.85

8.49
40.56
84.06
403
28.36
67.95
11.08
58.20

112.58

8.93
41.25
83.83
4.67
26.69
60.89
10.81
51.95
102.17

11.17
46.39
88.26
6.68
35.03
70.68
13.82
57.05
106.47

6.81
32.73
67.13
2.59
18.47
44.84
8.74
42.26

94.78

8.96
41.50
85,50
3.96
26.06
61.63
10.89
54.70
103.96

79.26

Table 7. Comparison of the heuristics on static problems.
# of
machines

3

4

5

of

#

jobs

SPT

LWR

SLACK

S!OPN

CR

RND

FH

5
8
10
5
8
10
5
8
10

18
15
24
51
6
5
62
28
9

20
3
3
52
7
0
36
15
11

73
15
4

69
17

29

81

79
19
3
66
9
5

68
17
6
75
15
1
61
11
4

116
104
94
121
118
113
115

We tested the effect of different sets of ex and {3 values
on the performance of the FH. Initially we tested ex
values of 0.01 ,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.25,0.4,0.5 and 0.8. The
performance of the FH deteriorated for ex = 0.01 and
a> 0.25. In the case of a = 0.01 the same schedule may
be generated several times because of the small rate of
change in priority values. ex> 0.25 causes oscillating
priority values, hence the FH cycles through only a
handful of different schedules. In the range 0.05-0.25
there was not any statistically significant (confidence
level = 0.95) performance difference. This may be due to
the nature of the smoothing process which was used in
calculating the priorities. The priorities are given by
Pik ~ (1- OI)Pi,k-1 + OI(Ti,k_I)B

Rewriting the priority function, we have

Pi,k+ 1 = (1 - 01.)2 Pi,k-I + (1 - ex)aTrk-1 + cx7'rk
and
Pi,r ~

r

01

z.;

(1-01)

I'-k

(3

Ti,k-I

k=J

Hence the ran kings of the priority values of a set of jobs
may remain the same over the range of 0.05 -0.25. We
choose ex = 0.1 for the rest of the study.
A similar analysis for (3 indicated that the values 0.5,

16

2
70
15
2

6

2
2
37
2
2
30
10
1

63
105

1 and 2 are not signihcantly different, hence we chose
(3 = 1 because of its computational advantages.
The initial schedule significantly changes the perform
ance of the FH for a small total number of iterations. For
r = 150, however, we could not detect any significant
performance difference between the diffcrent initial
schedules.

4.2. SimuLation of a dynamic PMS

We compared the performance of the FH on a detailed
simulation model of an existing FMS. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic representation of the simulated system.
The simulated system consists of five machining
centres and two load/unload stations. The material han
dling operations arc performed by two automated guided
vehicles (AGV). Similar to the existing system, we
assumed that every morning a daily list of new jobs is
given to the scheduler. The jobs are randomly chosen
from a pool of 10 different part types. These parts require
2-6 machining operations. We considered both constant
(deterministic) and exponentially distributed processing
times. Each machine has one input and one output
buffer. There is also a central buller which can hold up

Pilot experiments

"I
,~

;:;

LOAD/UNLOAD SIP.TION

First we ran a set of pilot experiments to eliminate
non-promising priority rules. In these set of experiments,
the simulation time was set to 16 weeks. The first four
weeks were used for warming up the system. Statistics
were collected during the next 10 weeks. The last two
weeks were used to avoid a clean-'L1p effect. We assumed
that the system operated five days per week and 16 hours
per day.
We ran two different scenarios for deterministic and
exponential processing time assumptions. The FH was
configured with c< ~ 0.1, {3 ~ 1, r ~ 150 and the EDD
initial schedule.
Figs 2, 3 and 4 show results for the selected priority
rules for the deterministic operation times. The results
arc similar for the other scenario with the exponential
processing times and not given here for the purpose of
brevity.

STORAGE
MACHINE

The FH versus CO VER T

AGV

The result.s of the pilot experiments indicate that the
FH and the COVERT are far superior to other simple
dispatching rules. Hence, we further evaluated these two
rules f(lr a variety of tardiness based criteria given in
Table 4, namely the mean tardiness, the percent tardy,
the mean tardiness per tardy, and the average norm
alizf;d tardiness. We also included the FCFS and the SPT
as benchmarks. In these experiments, balanced shop con
figurations were added to the experimental design.
Hence a full factorial design of four scenarios was
simulated. Table 8 shows the experimental design.
For each scenario 11 replications were made. The
number of replications were chosen by observing the
ratio (Law and Kelton, 1982, pp 288-290)

AGV PATH

Fig-ufe 1. Scht'rnatic representation of the simulated systetrl.

to 20 parts. The number of parts in the system is limited
to 25.
Observation of the real system revealed that a uniform
workload assumption cannot be justified. Hence in some
simulated scenarios we assumed that the average work
load of the machines are different. The load factors are
set to 1.05, 1, 0.975, 0.85 and 0.825 for machines 1 to
5, respectively. We also simulated the scenarios with bal
anced workloads to generalize our findings. These simu
lation experiments were conducted for a 8~j7o utilization
of the bottleneck machinc(s).
Due date for each new job was determined by a
function of its total work content, i.e.

di

_-0

current time + (lead tirne)i

where
(lead time)i

""~

« total processing time)i
+ Random(O - 100)
*(number of jobs in the shop/18)

This function was based on observations made of the
existing system.

confidence interval haf(-lr:ngth
Average
for performance measures that we used. For 11 repli
cations, the above ratio was around 0.15, which
indicated a low variation.
Each replication consisted of a simulated time of 20
days of warm-up period, followed by 150 days of steady
state operations and 10 days of clean-up time. The warm
up period was found adequate by observing individual
tarrliness statistics of the jobs. All other experimental
conditions were similar to those of the pilot experiments.
Statistics were collected during the 150 day steady state
operations period. The feedback heuristic is confIgured
with c<.~ 0.1, {3 ~ 1 and r ~ 80. The COVERT rule was
initially configured with a work content based waiting
time estimation rule given by

Expected Waiting Time

=

remaining processing timci

the COVERT performs signifICantly better than the FH
in all scenarios. This, however, is expected due to the
implementation of the iterative priority function used in
the FH. By increasing the {3 value, more emphasis could
be given to late jobs in the sampling process, hence some
tardy jobs could be avoided in exchange for the larger
tardiness values per tardy job.
Results for the mean tardiness (Table 11) and the
average normalized tardiness Crable 12) are somewhat
similar to those given in Table 9. For the mean tardiness,
the FH performs significantly (90% confidence) better
than the COVERT in scenarios 1, 3 and 4. For scenario
2, although the COVERT shows a better average
behavior than the FH, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that 'there is no significant difference between
the FH and the COVERT' at the 90% confIdence level.
The average normalized tardiness results also confIrms
the dominance of the FH in the same three scenarios.

x (number of jOl~s in the SbUP)

'I'ables 9,10,11 and 12 show the results of these experi
ments for the mean tardiness per tardy, the percent
tardy, the mean tardiness and the average normalized
tardiness (see Table 4 for the defmitions). In the fol
lowing table, the results for the FCFS and the SPT are
also included as benchmarks.
As can be seen in Tahle 9, the FH dominates the
COVERT for the mean tardiness per tardy criterion.
Fig. 5 shows the 90 % conftdence intervals for this
criterion. The non-overlapping confidence intervals in
Fig. 5 indicate that 'the FH performs better than the
COVERT' in all of the four scenarios.
Table 10 indicates that for the percent tardy criterion,
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Figure 2. Results for mean tardiness per week: the COVERT venus the selected priority rules.

In general, the experiments indicate that the FH pet'
forms well for the tardiness-related criteria for which it
was designed. Relatively small variance of the perform
ance measures indicate a consistent behavior of the FH.

5. Summary and future research
We have developed a feedback-based heuristic for
scheduling flexible manufacturing systems, The heuristic
has been tested on randomly generated problems as well
as on a simulated Illodel of an cXlsting system. The algor
ithm has been found to be very effective in obtaining con
sistently herter solutions than other rules tested in this
study. We have irnplemented the algorithm in a real
world like environment to test the feasibility of applying

the algorithm in practice. The experimentation indicates
that the feedback heuristic performs reasonahly well for
a variety of tardiness Lased criteria. Furthermore, the
computational burden of the algorithm is not prohibitive,
even for large problems.
Full scale implementation of the algorithm requires
more work, however. We are currently working on
similar algorithms for other scheduling performance
measures such as job throughput times and cost
measures. Different schedule generating schemes are also
under investigation. The idea of using the performance
of the current schedule to dcfme the relative priorities of
the jobs in the next schedule seems to be worth further
investigation.
We believe that the efficiency of algorithms will be
improved using information gathered from past experi
ence. This can be achieved by defining an acIaptive feed
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the selected priority rules.

back mechanism in the generation of active schedules. A
feedback coefficient may be defmed as a function of the
FMS state variables at time t. These are the subject of
future studies in the application of artiflcial intelligence to
FMS scheduling problems.

Table 8. ExperirrH_~ntal design.

-----

Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario

1
2
3
4

Shop

Processing times

balam:ed
balanced
unbalanced

exponential

deterministic
detenninistic
exponential

unbalanced
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Figure 4. Result:>; for mean tardiness per week: the COVERT versus the FH.

Table 9. The mean tardiness per tardy results: mean (standard deviation).

-----

Table 10. The percent tal"e1y results; mean (standard deviation).
---_.-----~------------~_.-._-------

FeFS

Scenario

COVERT

SPT
---------

~-~----_._~~---

1
2
3
4

43.42
52.78

4'2.44
47.24

(1.17)
(1.77)
(0.76)
( 1.39)

(0.99)
(134)
(1.07)
(0 78)

35.79
36.66
35.30
39.80

FH

----------_._----
27.64
49.16
24.91
42.16

(1.45)
(3.84)
(0.60)
(1.85)

40.81
56.21
36.29
52.00

(1.61)
(1.55)
(1.68)
(3.44)

Table 11. The mean tardiness results: mean (standard deviation).

---

- ~ ~..

--

Scenario

SPT

FCFS

----- - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
2
3
4

211.89
489.98
154.65
263.08

(9.08)
(80 12)
(12.21)
(49.13)

COVERT

FH
----

---_._--~~----

323.61
673.10
156.40
294.12

(61.02)
(114.11 )
(11.59)
(35.51 )

119.71
360.30
69.02
164.27

75.51
376.60
33.37
121.32

(10 93)
(83 77)
(646)
(1810)

----~_._--------

(10.44)
('29.11 )
("-82)
(25.60)

--_._~~--

Table 12. The average normalized tardiness results: mean (standard deviation).
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FCFS

Scenario

,
1

3
4

139.06
335.87
129.57
224.57

SPT
(5.21)
(55.46)
(9.74)
(40 66)

221.12
163.97
132.26
250.62

COVERT
(40.83)
(83 73)
(9.33)
(31.44)

--~-----

82.20
247.07
64.40
143.16

FH

(7.19)
(58.13)
(498)
(13.99)
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54.135
238.30
33.70
110.38

(6.63)
(17.37)
(3.31)
(20.98)
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